
Clinical trials have established that behavioral
and pharmacologic therapy for lowering blood
pressure, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol

(LDL-C) levels, and glycemia in diabetes can markedly
lower risk of cardiovascular disease, including both
coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke.1-8 In the case
of diabetes, the benefits of improving glycemic control
may predominantly affect rates of microvascular com-
plications rather than cardiovascular disease (CVD),
but there is evidence that at least some hypoglycemic

regimens also may lower risk of CVD.8 Moreover, lower-
ing LDL-C and blood pressure has proven to be particu-
larly beneficial in diabetes patients, in part because of
their greatly elevated baseline risk of CVD.9-13

These 3 conditions co-occur. Hypertension is com-
mon in persons with diabetes.14 Associations between
hypertension or diabetes and elevated LDL-C are less
consistent,15,16 but other lipid abnormalities—including
decreased high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-
C), increased plasma triglycerides, and increased levels
of small, dense, LDL-C particles—frequently accompa-
ny both hypertension and glucose intolerance in dia-
betes and in the metabolic syndrome.17,18 Because of the
increased risk of CVD, the most recent revision of the
National Cholesterol Education Program guidelines
(Adult Treatment Panel 3 [ATP 3]) recommends more
aggressive management of both hypertension and lipid
abnormalities when they co-occur, or in the presence of
diabetes.19

Population-based approaches to disease and risk fac-
tor management have appeared within organized
healthcare systems in recent years.20,21 However, if the
extent of co-occurrence of these 3 conditions is high,
disease management programs that manage all 3 condi-
tions simultaneously may be more effective and effi-
cient than programs targeted at single conditions. 

Until recently, estimating the prevalence and overlap
of hypertension with other conditions in clinical popu-
lations has been difficult because of a lack of computer-
ized data for identifying hypertension. Whereas
computerized laboratory and pharmacy data have been
used for several years to identify diabetes and LDL-C
levels in large healthcare systems, outpatient blood
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Objective: To examine prevalence and co-occurrence of dia-
betes mellitus (DM), hypertension (HT), and elevated low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (dyslipidemia, or DL) in a managed care
population. 

Study Design: Period prevalence study.
Patients and Methods: The study population included all adults

(age > 20 years) who had been members of Kaiser Permanente,
Northern California, for at least 4 months on December 31, 2001
(n = 2.1 million). Criteria from the Joint National Committee on
Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of Hypertension,
the Third Report of the National Cholesterol Education Program
Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High
Blood Cholesterol in Adults, and the Northern California Kaiser
Permanente Diabetes Registry were applied to computerized data-
bases for an 18-month period to identify HT, DL, and DM, respec-
tively. Because screening for these conditions is incomplete, we
applied age- and sex-specific prevalence estimates from the Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey to simulate full
ascertainment. 

Results: Unadjusted prevalence rates of HT, DL, and DM were
23.8%, 17.6%, and 6.6 %, respectively. More than 50% of persons
with either HT or DL also had at least 1 other condition. Of all per-
sons with DM, 74% had HT, 73% had DL, and 56% had both.
Under full ascertainment, prevalence increased to 27.6%, 35.6%,
and 8.7% for HT, DL, and DM, respectively, and co-occurrence
increased further. 

Conclusion: HT, DL, and DM co-occur in most affected indi-
viduals. To avoid fragmentation of care, disease management
strategies should aim to manage these conditions within the same
programs.
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pressure readings have been much less widely available.
Moreover, unlike the medications used to treat diabetes
and LDL-C abnormalities, those used for hypertension
are not unique to the condition and therefore do not
identify the condition simply by their presence. These
data deficiencies may have contributed to a lower level
of attention to hypertension in disease management and
quality improvement efforts. 

In this study, we used newly available computerized
data on outpatient blood pressure levels, along with
computerized laboratory results, outpatient diagnoses,
and prescriptions, to estimate the prevalence and over-
lap of these 3 conditions in a very large managed care
population. Because screening for diabetes and elevated
LDL-C levels is not uniformly practiced by clinicians,
these 2 conditions are not fully ascertained in clinical
databases. We therefore used data from the Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES 3) to estimate what prevalence and co-occur-
rence of the 3 conditions would be if each were fully
ascertained. 

METHODS

Description of the Population
This study included the entire adult membership (age

20 years and above) of the Kaiser Permanente (KP)
Medical Care Program, Northern California, as of
December 31, 2001, who had been continuously enrolled
for at least the prior 4 months. Kaiser Permanente is a
fully integrated healthcare system that provided com-
prehensive medical care to just over 3 million members
in northern California in 2001. Computerized clinical
databases, including outpatient blood pressure measure-
ments, diagnoses, laboratory results, and prescriptions,
as well as hospital discharge databases, were searched
for the prior 18 months to identify cases and to estimate
the 18-month period prevalence of hypertension, dys-
lipidemia (elevated LDL-C), and diabetes mellitus. The
rationale for the 18-month ascertainment window was
that outpatient blood pressure measures have only been
available for this period. 

Diagnostic Criteria
The diagnostic criteria for each condition are provid-

ed in Table 1. All criteria were applied to computerized
clinical data. For each condition, criteria depended in
part on outpatient diagnoses and prescription records.
However, hypertension and LDL-C elevations also could
be identified without a diagnosis or prescription, based
solely on laboratory or outpatient blood pressure results.
Persons who met criteria for either of these conditions,
but who did not have a compatible diagnosis or an appro-

priate prescription during the 18-month period, were
classified as “undiagnosed” by a clinician. No comparable
“undiagnosed” category was specified for diabetes
because of the lack of a suitably diagnostic laboratory
result. Glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) was used only
rarely as a screening test. Screening fasting glucose
requires repetition to confirm, which would be unlikely
unless the diagnosis was strongly suspected (and there-
fore recorded). For hypertension and LDL-C, we used the
risk-level specific blood pressure and LDL-C cut points
specified by The Sixth Report of the Joint National
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 6)22 and ATP 3,19

respectively. Hospital discharge diagnoses, outpatient
diagnoses recorded at any time during the past 5 years,
and laboratory data (serum creatinine values) were used
to identify risk factors (eg, CHD, target organ disease) that
lead to lower cut points for these 2 conditions.

Each of these clinical data sources has been shown to
be highly accurate in validations against medical record
review. The prescription and laboratory result databases
are archived directly from electronic medical records and
are therefore the official clinical records of each. The
accuracy of the inpatient and outpatient diagnosis data-
bases has been documented for several diagnoses.23-25

Since mid-2000, the optically scanned encounter forms
used in all of KP’s outpatient clinics have allowed entry
of a blood pressure recording in 8 preset categories for
both systolic and diastolic pressure. These categories
allow distinction of values above and below all key cut
points shown in Table 1. In most clinics, blood pressure
is initially measured by a medical assistant and entered
onto the paper medical record. Clinicians review these
entries, may repeat the measurement, and then enter
either the recorded value or the value obtained at repeat
measurement onto the encounter form. The accuracy of
these computerized readings was examined in a study
conducted by KP’s Department of Quality and Utiliza-
tion after the first year of blood pressure data entry
(with more than 2.8 million blood pressure measure-
ments entered). In 95% of 522 cases reviewed, the blood
pressure category in the computerized database
matched a blood pressure recorded in the medical chart
at the same visit for both systolic and diastolic pressure.
Some of the apparent discrepancies almost certainly
reflect clinician failure to record the remeasured blood
pressure in the paper record as well as true errors on
the encounter form. 

Estimating Prevalence and Overlap Using Clinical
Data and Under Full Ascertainment

Age- and sex-specific prevalence of each condition
was identified from the clinical data described above.
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The co-occurrence (joint preva-
lence) of each pair of conditions
and of all 3 conditions was also
determined. Venn diagrams were
used to allow visual examination
of the overlap. 

To examine changes in preva-
lence and overlap that might
occur if 100% of the population
had been screened for each con-
dition, we obtained NHANES 3
data from the National Center for
Health Statistics, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.26

Sex- and age-specific (10-year
intervals) prevalences of hyper-
tension, elevated LDL-C, and dia-
betes mellitus were calculated,
along with joint prevalence, using
the same risk-specific diagnostic
criteria used for KP data (Table
1). Direct measurements of LDL-
C, blood pressure, HbA1c, and
fasting glucose were available for
100% of the sample. To diagnose
diabetes, either a HbA1c value of
≥7% or a fasting glucose concen-
tration of ≥126 mg/dL was used.
These measurements were sup-
plemented with self-report by
subjects of current use of anti-
hypertensive, lipid-lowering,
and antidiabetic medications.
Ascertainment of the comorbid
conditions required to identify
appropriate risk factor cut points
for hypertension and LDL-C was
based on self-report in the
NHANES sample. These age- and
sex-specific prevalence estimates
for the NHANES sample were
then applied to the age and sex
distribution of the KP adult
membership. 

RESULTS

Table 2 compares demographic
and clinical characteristics of the KP
population and the NHANES sample.
The prevalences of diabetes, hypertension, and LDL-C
elevations were, as expected, higher in the NHANES
cohort because the entire population was evaluated for

each condition. The prevalence of most comorbid con-
ditions was quite similar for the KP population and the
NHANES sample. 

Diabetes Comorbidities
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Table 1. Diagnostic Criteria for Diabetes Mellitus, Hypertension, and
Dyslipidemia*

Diabetes Mellitus (1 of the following):

• At least 1 prescription of insulin or an oral hypoglycemic agent; or

• At least 2 outpatient diagnoses of diabetes mellitus; or

• 1 outpatient diagnosis of diabetes mellitus plus ≥1 HbA1c measurement of ≥7%; or

• At least 1 hospital discharge with a primary diabetes mellitus–related diagnosis 
(ICD-9 code 250.X).

Hypertension (1 of the following):

• At least 1 prescription for an antihypertensive medication plus an outpatient 
diagnosis of hypertension; or

• At least 2 outpatient diagnoses of hypertension; or

• At least 1 prescription for an antihypertensive medication plus 1 or more elevated
outpatient blood pressure readings (≥140 mm Hg systolic, or ≥90 mm Hg diastolic†);
or

• At least 1 outpatient diagnosis of hypertension plus at least 1 blood pressure reading
of ≥140 mm Hg systolic or ≥90 mm Hg diastolic†; or

• At least 2 outpatient blood pressure readings of ≥140 mm Hg systolic, or ≥90 mm Hg
diastolic†; 

Dyslipidemia (1 of the following):

• At least 1 prescription for an antilipemic agent; or

• LDL-C level equal to or above the risk-appropriate cut point value‡ on any measure-
ment; or

• Outpatient diagnosis of dyslipidemia with a prior LDL-C value equal to or above the
risk-appropriate cut point value‡ (within 2 years prior to July 1, 2000). 

*HbA1c indicates glycosylated hemoglobin; ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
†For persons with diabetes mellitus or with diagnoses consistent with target organ disease
(coronary heart disease, other heart disease, stroke/transient ischemic attack, nephropathy,
peripheral vascular disease, or retinopathy), blood pressure cut points are lowered to
≥130 mm Hg systolic and ≥85 mm Hg diastolic. 
‡Risk-appropriate cut point values for LDL-C are the following: 

• 100 mg/dL: For patients with known coronary heart disease or diabetes mellitus, or 
with ≥2 of the following risk factors: age ≥45 years for men, age ≥55 years for women,
hypertension, HDL-C < 40 mg/dL, current cigarette smoking, and 10-year risk of 
coronary heart disease (by Framingham model) ≥ 20%;

• 130 mg/dL: for other patients with ≥2 of the above risk factors;
• 160 mg/dL: for all other patients.



Frequency of Evaluation for Hypertension 
and Elevated LDL-C

Not surprisingly, evaluation for both hypertension
and elevated LDL-C was much more common at older
ages (Figures 1A, 1B) in the KP population. At all ages,
evaluation was more frequent for hypertension than for
LDL-C. Recorded blood pressure values were more fre-
quent for women than for men, particularly at younger

ages, presumably because women are more likely to
have outpatient visits than men. A check of utilization
data for the 18-month window revealed that 29.6% of
men, but only 12.9% of women, in the 20- to 44-year-old
age stratum had no outpatient visits during the 18-
month window. These proportions decreased to only
6.9% of men and 5.9% of women in the 65+ year age
group. Undiagnosed hypertension (ie, elevated values
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Table 2. Demographics and Prevalence of Key Comorbidities, Kaiser Permanente and NHANES 3
Populations* 

Kaiser Permanente NHANES 3

Hypertension + Hypertension + 
Characteristic Dyslipidemia Hypertension Dyslipidemia Dyslipidemia Hypertension Dyslipidemia

Nondiabetic Patients (n = 1 936 115 ) Nondiabetic Patients (n = 7267 )

Number 112 116 238 943 154 246 1079 857 1031
(% of Total) (5.4) (11.5) (7.4) (13.6) (10.8) (13.0)

Mean age, y 56.0 (0.04) 58.5 (0.03) 64.6 (0.03) 48.1 (0.56) 57.82 (0.80) 62.1 (0.73)

Female, %† 41.6 (0.15) 62.4 (0.10) 49.5 (0.13) 42.3 (2) 59.0 (3) 46.3 (2)

Coronary heart 11.0 (0.09) 4.7 (0.04) 26.6 (0.11) 12.8 (2) 5.2 (1) 18.7 (2)
disease, %‡

Congestive heart 1.8 (0.04) 4.0 (0.04) 6.6 (0.06) 1.9 (1) 3.4 (1) 7.8 (2)
failure, % 

Stroke, % 1.9 (0.04) 4.0 (0.04) 7.4 (0.07) 1.6 (0) 2.9 (0) 6.3 (1)

Nephropathy and/or 1.7 (0.04) 5.8 (0.05) 8.7 (0.07) 3.3 (1) 5.4 (1) 8.5 (1)
retinopathy, %§

Diabetic Patients (n = 137 745) Diabetic Patients (n = 692)

Number 21 778 24 104 76 826 187 162 539
(% of total) (1.1) (1.2) (3.7) (2.3) (2.0) (6.7)

Mean age, y 56.5 (0.09) 60.8 (0.09) 62.9 (0.04) 53.59 (1.32) 62.40 (1.29) 64.16 (0.88)

Female, %† 38.1 (0.33) 50.6 (0.32) 48.7 (0.18) 47.0 (7) 44.4 (4) 52.5 (3)

Coronary heart 12.8 (0.23) 11.0 (0.20) 26.6 (0.16) 4.8 (2) 13.2 (4) 18.5 (2)
disease, %‡ 

Congestive heart 4.8 (0.14) 10.0 (0.19) 11.7 (0.12) 5.9 (2) 7.3 (2) 10.9 (2)
failure, %

Stroke, % 3.7 (0.13) 7.3 (0.17) 9.6 (0.11) 4.4 (2) 6.0 (2) 9.4 (2)

Nephropathy and/or 8.0 (0.18) 19.5 (0.26) 24.7 (0.16) 13.0 (4) 28.8 (5) 19.7 (2)
retinopathy,%§

*NHANES 3 indicates the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Values in parentheses are standard errors of the
mean.
†A total of 361individuals with inconsistent automated data on sex were excluded from this calculation.
‡Defined as history of myocardial infarction or angina.
§Kaiser Permanente data include only evidence of diabetic renal disease; NHANES 3 data include self-reports of either diabetic renal
disease or kidney disease.



with no outpatient diagnosis of hypertension and no evi-
dence of prescription of antihypertensive medications)
was infrequent at all ages in terms of absolute preva-
lence. As a proportion of all hypertension identified,
lack of a diagnosis or pharmacotherapy was more fre-
quent in persons younger than age 45 years. In terms of
both absolute prevalence and as a proportion of all LDL-
C elevations identified, LDL-C elevations were more
likely to be undiagnosed at all ages. 

Prevalence and Overlap of the 3 Conditions
The prevalence of each condition increased marked-

ly with age, as did the clustering or co-occurrence of 2 or
all 3 conditions (Table 3). The prevalence of having all 3
conditions showed the strongest positive association
with age. Hypertension was noted more frequently in
women than men at all ages, whereas the prevalence of
diabetes and LDL-C elevations was modestly greater for
men. Isolated diabetes mellitus was uncommon at all
ages. Even in the youngest group of adults, where the
prevalence of hypertension and elevated LDL-C was rel-
atively low, more than two thirds of both men and
women with diabetes had at least 1 of the other 2 condi-
tions. This proportion approached 90% for those age 45
to 64 years, and 95% for those age 65 years and above.

The overlap of the 3 conditions in clinical data for
the entire adult population was striking (Figure 2A).
More than half of the patients with either hypertension
or elevations of LDL-C also had the other condition, and
3.7% of all adult patients had all 3 conditions. Isolated
hypertension was more common than isolated elevation
of LDL-C, because ascertainment for blood pressure was
greater than that for LDL-C levels. Findings changed
somewhat under conditions of full ascertainment, as
simulated with NHANES 3 data. Prevalence of elevated

LDL-C more than doubled, reflecting the relatively low
rates of testing found in the clinical data, and isolated
elevations of LDL-C became more common, accounting
for 47% of all dyslipidemia. However, identifying more
dyslipidemia actually reduced the prevalence of isolated
hypertension and diabetes, despite somewhat increased
detection of each of these conditions overall.
Comparison of the two Venn diagrams suggests that
even with full ascertainment, these 3 common condi-
tions overlap in adult populations. 

DISCUSSION

Whether based on clinically available data (which
somewhat underestimate prevalence) or on full ascer-
tainment using NHANES 3 data, diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, and elevations of LDL-C co-occur at lev-
els much greater than would be predicted solely on the
basis of their prevalence. Explaining these associations
is beyond the scope of the present paper, but substan-
tial evidence points to obesity and insulin resistance as
factors tightly linked to these conditions.27,28 From the
disease management perspective, 2 important messages
emerge. First, identification of any 1 of these conditions
should trigger a search for the other 2 conditions.
Second, programs aimed at managing any 1 of these
conditions should be prepared to evaluate and manage
all 3 conditions. A multifactorial program targeting all
3 risk factors in persons with type 2 diabetes has
recently been shown to dramatically lower the inci-
dence of cardiovascular disease and other complica-
tions of diabetes.29

The remarkable overlap of diabetes mellitus with
each of the other conditions deserves comment. More
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Figure 1. Proportions of Adult Members Evaluated for, Diagnosed With, and Meeting Criteria but Without
Evidence of a Diagnosis for (A) Hypertension and (B) Dyslipidemia, by Age and Sex
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than 90% of all women and approximately 88% of all
men with diabetes also met criteria for at least 1 of the
other 2 conditions; 56% of all patients with diabetes had
all 3 conditions. Neither of 2 possible artifactual expla-
nations appear to account for most of this overlap.
Lower cut points were used to diagnose both hyperten-

sion and dyslipidemia in the presence of diabetes, mak-
ing the co-occurrence of both conditions with diabetes
somewhat more likely. However, when we redefined
hypertension and LDL-C elevation in diabetes patients
with the same cut points used for nondiabetic patients,
83% of both men and women with diabetes still had at
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Table 3. Prevalence and Co-occurrence of Hypertension, Dyslipidemia, and Diabetes, by Sex and Age*

Total Prevalence of Prevalence of
Each Condition, % Combined Conditions, %

All 3
Patient Age, y HT DL DM HT + DL HT + DM DL + DM Conditions None

Females (n = 1 086 815)

20-44 6.79 2.75 1.49 0.56 0.31 0.32 0.46 91.08

45-54 23.50 13.23 5.77 3.99 1.17 0.99 2.93 69.51

55-64 39.74 29.51 10.10 13.13 1.83 1.28 6.30 49.50

65+ 62.25 38.96 13.63 21.86 2.52 1.20 9.21 29.16

All ages 25.32 15.52 5.87 7.03 1.12 0.76 3.44 69.07

Males (n = 986 684)

20-44 6.66 4.76 1.97 1.08 0.33 0.49 0.58 89.66

45-54 20.57 21.35 7.62 6.63 1.24 1.73 3.44 66.93

55-64 36.32 37.08 13.53 14.61 1.96 2.53 7.76 47.67

65+ 57.47 47.05 18.07 23.64 3.07 2.41 11.40 29.33

All ages 22.18 19.88 7.49 7.89 1.21 1.37 3.99 68.90

*DM indicates diabetes; DL, dyslipidemia; and HT, hypertension.

Figur 2. Estimated Prevalence and Co-Occurrence of Hypertension (HT), Dyslipidemia (DL), and Diabetes
Mellitus (DM) In 2.1 Million Adult Kaiser Permanente Members
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least 1 other condition, and 46% of each sex had both.
A second possible explanation is the increased ten-
dency of physicians to screen for and diagnose hyper-
tension and LDL-C in the presence of diabetes
(surveillance bias). However, when we used NHANES 3
data to simulate full ascertainment, the overlap was
even greater, primarily because much more dyslipi-
demia is found when everyone is screened. Thus, even
if screening for diabetes increases dramatically, we
should not expect to uncover many patients with iso-
lated diabetes. 

The overlap of dyslipidemia with both hypertension
and diabetes was particularly striking in light of our
definition, which focused solely on elevations of LDL-
C. Reduction of LDL-C remains the primary aim of ATP
3 guidelines19 and also has been the exclusive lipid
focus of most disease management programs. However,
ATP 3 also extends attention to abnormalities of plas-
ma triglycerides and HDL-C. If these abnormalities
(fasting triglycerides of ≥200 mg/dL, reductions in
HDL-C to <40 mg/dL, or both) had been included in
our definition, 94 322 additional persons would be
identified, and the population prevalence of dyslipi-
demia would increase from 17.6% to 22.1%. Because
these 2 abnormalities are typical of the metabolic syn-
drome,17,18 which is strongly associated with both
hypertension and type 2 diabetes, overlap of dyslipi-
demia with these conditions would increase further if
the definition of dyslipidemia were expanded. 

Our study is among the first to use outpatient blood
pressure readings as well as clinical diagnoses to iden-
tify hypertension in a clinical population. This
approach, more typical of epidemiologic than clinical
studies, may slightly overestimate both prevalence and
underdiagnosis (ie, high readings without a recorded
diagnosis) of hypertension by including some patients
who also had several normal blood pressure measure-
ments during the 18 months in addition to the
required 2 elevated readings. Nevertheless, our find-
ings do suggest the likelihood that small proportions
of patients meeting clinical criteria for hypertension
remain undiagnosed and untreated. 

The apparently low level of screening for lipids,
especially in younger persons, is exaggerated by the
methods used in this study. Most clinical guidelines call
for screening every 5 years after initial normal values in
the absence of diabetes or coronary heart disease. To
maintain consistency with our ascertainment approach
for hypertension and diabetes, we sought lipid meas-
urements for only an 18-month period. This approach
would count as “unscreened” many lower risk individ-
uals who had had normal results within the prior 3.5
years, and for whom screening was indicated during

this interval. The extraordinary prevalence of elevated
LDL-C under full ascertainment emphasizes the impor-
tance of periodic screening. 

Elevations of LDL-C were more likely than hyper-
tension to be undiagnosed at all ages. However, we used
the new cut points of the ATP 3 for diagnosing elevated
LDL-C. These lower cut points, particularly for persons
with diabetes or other CHD risk equivalents (cut point
of  ≥100 mg/dL) and for other persons with 2 or more
CHD risk factors (cut point of ≥130 mg/dL), were first
promulgated in May 2001, halfway through our study
period. Thus, it may overstate the case to label these
persons as “undiagnosed.” The large impact of changes
in these cut points on the numbers of persons eligible
for treatment has been documented.30 Dissemination of
this information into clinical practice would not be
expected to be complete in this narrow time frame.
Further, for many of these persons, pharmacotherapy
is not necessarily indicated,19 and clinicians may be
somewhat less likely to note a diagnosis when pharma-
cotherapy is not contemplated. Nevertheless, others
have previously found that elevations of LDL-C are
more likely to be overlooked and untreated than hyper-
tension or hyperglycemia, even among persons with
diabetes.31

Prevalence estimates for each condition may be
slightly low because we included persons who had been
members for as short a time as the last 4 months of the
18-month window. Thus, small numbers of persons
with 1 or more conditions may not have been members
long enough to generate diagnostic, prescription, or
laboratory data to identify their conditions. Recalcu-
lation of prevalence estimates in persons who were
continuously enrolled for the full 18 months reduced
the population size by approximately 15% and
increased the prevalence of hypertension from 23.8%
to 26.2%, of dyslipidemia from 17.6% to 19.3%, and of
diabetes from 6.6% to 7.3%.

Finally, some differences in prevalence between the
KP population and the NHANES sample could be due to
differences in the distribution of race/ethnicity of the
2 groups, or to the fact that the entire KP population
resides in northern California, whereas NHANES is
a national sample. The NHANES sample was 10.6%
African American and 8.9% Hispanic/Latino. Complete
race/ethnicity information for the KP membership is
not available, but a large survey of 30 000 adult mem-
bers in 1999 suggested that the KP membership age
20 years and above is approximately 64% white, 7%
African American, 12% Hispanic/Latino, and 16%
Asian/Pacific Islander. 

In conclusion, our data confirm that all 3 of these
conditions should be considered and managed together
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as part of both primary and secondary CVD prevention
efforts. As computerized blood pressure data become
more available to healthcare systems, improved popula-
tion approaches to supporting the management of these
associated conditions can be implemented. 
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